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ABSTRACT

Protecting the Soft Spot: The Brigade’s Combat Service Support in AirLand Operations, by Major Victor M. Robertson III, USA.

This monograph seeks to answer the question of how we can reduce the risk to the heavy brigade’s sustainment system during nonlinear close operations when the enemy has advanced technology. The analysis focuses on the effects of nonlinear close operations, advanced long range target acquisition and weapons technology, and the current vulnerability of the Army’s combat service support vehicles. The recommendations meet three criteria: allow the support units to survive, accomplish their support mission, and allow maneuver commanders to generate maximum combat power at the decisive point. The ways to reduce the risk to the brigade’s support units include the factors of organization, equipment, training, and tactics.

This study formulates recommendations by analyzing a historical case study, current doctrine, and papers related to the Army’s future doctrine. The historical case study examines Combat Command A of the Fourth Armored Division during the encirclement of Nancy in September 1944. Current doctrine used includes FM 100-5, Operations (1986), and relevant combat service support and maneuver doctrine. To study the nature of the Army’s future doctrine this paper uses TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5, AirLand Operations, dated 1 August 1991, and the AirLand Battle Future, Alternate Base Case Studies, Phases I through X. The TRADOC pamphlet is the basis for the nature of future nonlinear operations, and the capabilities of advanced technology.

There are five primary ways to protect the brigade’s support units. First, at times support units may closely follow the maneuver battalions to gain protection. Second, intelligence assets and army aviation should detect enemy threats and pass the information to artillery or attack helicopter units. The brigade or the support battalion could then use indirect fires or attack helicopters to neutralize the threat. Third, based on early warning by aviation and intelligence sources, the support units could avoid the enemy. Fourth, by echeloning the support facilities, brigades can keep some of their support assets out of range of enemy indirect and direct fire most of the time. Finally, support units could protect themselves and survive indirect fire if their vehicles were armored, tracked, and had anti-armor weapons and machine guns.

The study concludes that the Army can no longer economize as much on combat service support operations. If the Army cannot afford to implement these five protection measures, then perhaps the Army cannot afford to fight nonlinear close operations against an enemy with advanced technology.
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I. Introduction

Clausewitz said that the nature of war is defined by the relationships between a trinity of the people, the army, and the government. Some military theorists believe that in our modern era technology should be added to the trinity. Whether technology changes the nature of war is an issue that can cause much philosophical debate. However, it is fairly obvious that technology does have a pervasive influence on military operations. Even so, military leaders have often been slow to recognize that changes in technology and the elements of Clausewitz's trinity alters how armies should be organized, equipped, and trained to fight.

The U.S. Army is trying not to make this mistake. It studied changes in international relations, advances in technology, and changes within the United States in the relationships between the elements of Clausewitz's trinity. Based on this study, the Army developed its concept of the nature of future warfare. TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5, AirLand Operations, explains the Army's view of future warfare. The Army has projected two changes in warfare that are especially significant: that future warfare will be nonlinear, and that our opponents may have technology that rivals ours. Together these two factors will change how the U.S. Army fights.

Currently, the Army's institutional frame of reference and way of fighting are based primarily on our experiences in World War II in Europe. The way we fought then is still the foundation for our close operations.

In WWII, nonlinear forms of maneuver such as penetrations, envelopments, infiltrations, turning movements, and combinations of these maneuvers, were used to fragment the enemy's line. This allowed us to
Encirclement penetrations create a pocket of trapped enemy.

Figure #1: Attacker uses nonlinear operations (the penetrations) to move the line forward.
move our line forward. We isolated pockets of enemy troops, reinforced our forces that encircled the enemy, and reduced the pocket. Our new line became the forward edge of the forces that earlier had encircled the enemy (see Figure #1).

The units executing nonlinear operations often left their combat service support units in the area behind the line of friendly combat units. Once new lines were formed, and the area became relatively secure, they brought their support units forward. The duration of nonlinear close operations was usually short enough to allow combat units to operate without their support units.

AirLand Battle doctrine still includes these ground tactics as the basis of close operations. AirLand Battle may be described overall as nonlinear in that it includes deep and rear operations. The doctrine says that lethal fires of both opponents will strike the other's rear area and will blur the difference between front and rear. However, close operations win or lose the battle, and these still occur in a linear context. Nonlinear ground maneuvers are of relatively short duration, and are subordinate to the overall purposes of linear operations. These comments do not diminish the importance of, and need for, nonlinear close operations, but should place nonlinear and linear operations in the proper perspective.

Though the doctrine recognizes that lethal weapons will attack deep and create a nonlinear battlefield, the Army has accepted risk and economizes in equipping, organizing, and training support units. Support units are lightly armed, wheeled, have almost no armor, and the soldiers are not trained to be proficient in defensive operations. Therefore, support units cannot move as rapidly as maneuver units, or survive encounters with enemy ground forces or indirect fire.
In the past, as long as a line of combat units protected support units from ground attack, the support units rarely needed to fight and they were not vulnerable to artillery (relative to combat units). Brigade and regimental support units were usually out of range of enemy artillery. This is why the Army has organized support units to defend themselves only against individuals and small groups. It is also why support units have thin-skinned vehicles. The enemy of the past did not have accurate long-range artillery. Support units could stay close enough to accomplish their support mission and still remain out of range of enemy artillery.

AirLand Operations proposes a nonlinear context and a new purpose for close operations that increases the danger to support units. Nonlinear close operations will be used to destroy enemy forces in meeting engagements before they reach our secure areas. According to AirLand Battle Future documents, tactical units will usually not establish lines. When linear battles do happen, commanders will seek to return to nonlinear situations. Nonlinear battles and engagements will be the norm; linear fighting will be the exception.

Therefore, the lower tactical echelons will not have rear areas as we do now. The first echelon that will have a relatively secure area will be the corps. Its secure area, called the dispersal area (see Figure #2), will be secure from ground attack because combat units will prevent the enemy from reaching it. It probably will be secure from enemy artillery because the corps will attempt to prevent enemy artillery from coming within range of the dispersal area.
However, brigades usually will maneuver and fight forward of the dispersal area. They will prepare for combat in the dispersal area. Then, as part of a division, brigades will attack through the unsecure shaping area to the close combat area. The meeting engagement will occur there. The shaping and close combat areas probably will be in range of enemy long-range artillery. Undetected enemy combat units also may be in these areas. In this situation support units operating with the brigade will be in much greater danger of ground attack than previously.

Adding to the danger is the wide proliferation of advanced military technology. New technology makes thin-skinned support vehicles and facilities more vulnerable to indirect fires. American technology provides examples of technology the enemy may have. The Army believes we will have indirect fire weapons that can destroy targets at greater than one
hundred kilometers. The Army also believes that our intelligence systems will tell us, almost perfectly, and almost continually, the enemy's location and actions. The leap ahead in intelligence capability will be almost revolutionary. "We now have the ability to see significant enemy forces in all weather and at great depth and to decide which forces to attack with a variety of precision systems of escalating lethality."

These are capabilities the enemy too may have in the future. If our opponent finds our general locations, his long-range artillery will destroy our soft spot... thin-skinned support units. He also may be able to use countermeasures to avoid detection, and attack our vulnerable support units with combat units. The risk to our support units will increase dramatically.

The essential question here is how can we reduce the risk to the brigade's support units? To answer this question this paper will focus on the support units of a heavy maneuver brigade fighting in a mid- to high-intensity war, in central Europe, in the shaping and close combat areas. The ways to reduce the risk to the brigade's support units may include the factors of organization, equipment, training, and tactics. I will refer to these ways collectively as protection measures.

The protection measures must meet three criteria: allow the support units to survive, accomplish their support mission, and allow maneuver commanders to generate maximum combat power at the decisive point. The second criterion means that the support units must be able to provide continuous, responsive, and adequate support. The third criterion means that the protection measures must allow the brigade commander the freedom of action that he needs to concentrate enough combat power against the enemy to accomplish his mission.
The question of how to protect a heavy brigade's support units is important for two reasons. First, under current proposals the maneuver brigade will be the Army's basic maneuver unit. Corps will assign brigades to a division based on the mission and situation. Second, the battlefield environment that AirLand Operations describes is an environment in which the brigade's support units are not designed to operate. The new environment will be the result of an enemy with advanced technology, and the lack of a secure rear area on a nonlinear battlefield.

To cope with the new environment, the Army must develop tactics, equipment, and organizations for support units that will improve their survivability. Greater survivability will reduce the risk of their destruction when they come into harm's way. Inevitably there will be a cost for more survivability. The cost may be in more assets for the support units and perhaps reduced capability somewhere else. Since the Army budget is shrinking, anything that costs more is controversial. However, if the nature of war changes, will it cost more to change how we fight or to ignore the new reality? History suggests that we should change voluntarily before a military disaster forces change upon us.

What changes should we make? To find out, in chronological order this paper examines a nonlinear battle from World War II, nonlinear components of AirLand Battle combat service support doctrine, and the research that led to the AirLand Operations concept. From these sources should emerge the protection measures that will reduce the risk to brigade support units.
II. Protecting the Brigade's Combat Service Support in World War II, AirLand Battle, and AirLand Operations

The historical case study examines the actions of Combat Command A of Fourth Armored Division (4th AD) during its operations in the encirclement of Nancy in September 1944. It is an appropriate case because in many ways it is analogous to the brigade operations described by AirLand Operations and AirLand Battle Future documents.

The organization of Combat Command A (CCA) was similar to the brigade organization that AirLand Operations proposes.\(^1\) It was a powerful combined arms unit that consisted of the following organic, attached, and supporting elements:

CCA HQ
37th Tank Battalion
53d Armored Infantry Battalion
1st Battalion/318th Inf Reg/80th Infantry Division (Motorized)
4th AD Artillery HQ
66th Armored Artillery Battalion
191st Field Artillery Battalion (155 mm How)
94th Field Artillery Battalion
D Troop/25th Cav Recon Sqdn (Mech)
C Co/24th Armored Engineer Battalion
A Co/166th Combat Engineer Battalion
A Co/46th Armored Medical Battalion
A Co/126th Ordnance Battalion
Combat Command Trains.\(^2\)

Like the future brigade-level operations that this paper addresses, and some AirLand Battle operations, CCA's battle around Arracourt was a nonlinear fight between mechanized forces. CCA penetrated deep into the German rear area and then conducted a mobile 360° defense from an isolated position from 13 September to 24 September 1944. During this
period CCA's lines of support were long and vulnerable. At times CCA was isolated and had no line of support.

This way of fighting reflected the ideas of the division commander, Major General John S. Wood. Wood was a daring, aggressive, and creative commander who operated by ten principles that permeated his division. Three of his principles are germane to this study. First, he believed in always moving in depth because it allowed flexibility and provided security to the flanks. Second, he disregarded "old ideas of flank security, i.e., by other units on left and right." Third, he organized supplies to support movement in the enemy's depth by "taking rations, gas, and ammunition in rolling reserves."  

Because of Wood's ideas, CCA gained security in untraditional ways. By penetrating deep behind enemy lines, and then conducting a mobile defense, the CCA commander, Colonel Bruce C. Clarke, made it difficult for the Germans to attack CCA's trains. Clarke gained further security by using aircraft for reconnaissance and command and control. Wood and Clarke used light liaison planes, L-4 Cubs, to see the battlefield and guide their units around enemy and terrain obstacles. To provide additional security, the XIX Tactical Air Command constantly patrolled ahead of the division and reported combat information to air force liaison officers who rode with the lead tanks.  

Clarke's use of aerial reconnaissance may provide a feasible way for support units to avoid enemy contact. Once reconnaissance detects the enemy, support units could move around them or use indirect fires to neutralize them.

Also because of Wood's ideas, CCA usually did not try to protect their trains by leaving them behind friendly lines. To support nonlinear
operations adequately, support had to be forward with the combat units. A participant in the encirclement of Nancy said, "Very early it was learned that the only way to have supplies when you need them on an operation of penetration or exploitation was to take them with you." So, during this operation, CCA overloaded their supply vehicles with enough fuel, ammunition, and rations for seven days in case the German's cut CCA's supply lines. Because this technique reduced the need for supply lines, Clarke used minimum effort to protect his lines of supply. He was able to use more force to encircle the Germans.

The encirclement of Nancy began on 11 September. The 35th Infantry Division forced a bridgehead over the Moselle south of Nancy between Lorey and Crevechamps. The division's main effort, Combat Command B (CCB), attacked out of the bridgehead. The 4th AD Command Post, Reserve Combat Command (CCR), and division trains followed CCB. During the next several days CCB attacked north toward the Marne-Rhin Canal where they would later link-up with CCA.

While CCB enveloped Nancy from the south, on 12 September the 80th Infantry Division seized a bridgehead north of Nancy at Dieulouard. As the corps reserve, CCA of the 4th AD attacked out of the bridgehead at Dieulouard on 13 September to penetrate deep behind Nancy.

Colonel Clarke penetrated the German defenses with his entire unit, including the trains. The penetration began at approximately 0630 hours when D Troop attacked across the Moselle at Dieulouard. They held the bridgehead against German counterattacks until the CCA main body could cross. About 0800 the 37th Tank Battalion attacked across the Moselle and began CCA's penetration toward the objective for the day at Chateau-Salins. Chateau-Salins was about twenty miles behind German lines.
Plate #3: from Cole, The Lorraine Campaign, Map No. 11.
During the penetration, CCA's main column gained security with screens to the north and south. D Troop screened the column's north flank from Benicourt to Lemoncourt. D Co/37th Tank Battalion and an Assault Gun Platoon from the 37th Tank Battalion screened the southern flank from Benicourt to the Seille River. D Troop continued to protect CCA's line of communication from positions at Lemoncourt and Aulnois-sur-Seille until the next day.\(^2^7\)

Even with security on the flanks, CCA's trains faced a dangerous movement along the road to Chateau-Salins. The main column encountered many engagements with small German detachments, road blocks, and antiaircraft guns. The division G-2 reported that CCA received considerable artillery fire from the flanks and rear. He reported that enemy tanks, infantry, and assault guns counterattacked CCA "from flanks and rear vic [vicinity] Nomeny and cut off CCA supply route E [east] of Dieulouard crossing."\(^2^8\) The 4th AD Artillery Headquarters reported, "After a hard, fighting march during which a great deal of artillery fire was received from the flank, the column reached Fresnes-en-Saulnois."\(^2^9\)

By 1700 on 13 September lead elements of CCA reached Fresnes-en-Saulnois, three miles west of Chateau-Salins, and seventeen miles behind German lines. There they established a perimeter and waited until the next day for the remainder of the combat command to arrive.\(^3^0\) CCA's units took so long to arrive because, the main body traveled in one column on one road. CCA's trains were last to arrive because they were last in the order of march. In fact, the trains had problems that delayed their arrival until the next day.

The problems that the trains faced shows that in nonlinear warfare support units must be able to defend themselves against maneuver units.
The problems began when the trains became separated from the main body during the river crossing at the Moselle. CCA's attack out of the Dieulouard bridgehead was so slow that by midnight on 13 September the lead elements of the trains had only moved about two miles east of the Moselle to the plain east of Ste. Genevieve. Trailing elements of the trains were still west of the river. Because of enemy resistance, and because the trail elements of the trains had little protection with them, Colonel Clarke decided to keep them inside the 80th Infantry Division lines until daylight on 14 September. Meanwhile, in the dark a break in the column caused the lead elements of the trains to lose contact with the snaking CCA column. The lead elements were then lost and isolated outside the bridgehead. The combat command S-4 and the trains commander formed the isolated support element into a perimeter and "fought off small German patrols throughout the night."\(^{31}\)

Clarke's normal way of protecting his trains during nonlinear operations did not work this time. He routinely protected his trains by placing them directly behind the column so they "could follow along in the vacuum created by the shock of the combat column and be safely through the enemy resistance before it could recover."\(^{32}\) In this way he planned to achieve the optimum balance between support for his command and security for his trains. Proximity to maneuver units would protect the trains and allow responsive support.

However, the unforeseen and unavoidable events during the night of 13-14 September separated the trains from their protecting maneuver units. When enemy action threatened the trains at the Moselle, the balance between security and support disappeared. The combat units were fifteen miles away. He had neither security for his support units nor support for
his combat units. Without combat units nearby to protect them, and in darkness, the trains' vulnerability caused Clarke to keep them inside friendly lines to protect them until daylight.

Clarke, however, could not protect all of his support units. The trains' lead elements were too far forward to withdraw into friendly lines. Also, they were lost and may not have known how to get back to American lines. Even if they did know how to get back, "friendly" lines at night during a fight are not very friendly; reentering in these conditions can cause fratricide. For all these reasons, part of the trains remained outside the American lines. Only luck prevented the Germans from attacking the isolated elements of the CCA trains. Throughout the night, the 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division contained the Dieulouard bridgehead with a series of local counterattacks that came from the woods near the trains element. This incident shows that in nonlinear combat, support units must be able to survive contact with enemy combat units. This suggests that support units should be able to defend themselves from attacks by small enemy combat units, and be able to defend against larger units until a friendly combat unit can intervene.

To enable a combat service support unit to defend against enemy combat units, several major changes to support units should occur. To begin with, the Army's support units currently lack the armored vehicles necessary to survive small arms fire and artillery. Therefore, our support units need armored vehicles. Armor would have protected the CCA trains from the fire of artillery and small arms while they were trapped outside American lines, and on the road to Fresnes. Armor alone will be insufficient; if the support vehicles also have anti-armor weapons and machine guns they will be able to defend themselves. Armored vehicles
and improved weapons will not help unless the men in support units are well trained in defensive operations.

Besides putting weapons on support vehicles, there is another way to allow support units to defend against combat units; the Army could integrate tanks or infantry fighting vehicles into support units. These combat vehicles could be manned by combat soldiers and be under the command of a combat arms officer. Detailed studies would have to find the optimum ratio of combat vehicles to support vehicles. With this option support vehicles will still require armor to survive indirect fire. Thus, in support units we could have armored support vehicles with combat vehicles integrated to provide the firepower.

Resuming the chronology, at daylight on 14 September the trains moved to link-up with the combat command main body. From its positions at Aulnois-sur-Seille and Lemoncourt, D Troop provided route security for the trains. Since the route was twenty miles long, D Troop could not protect the entire route. Again, the trains had to be ready to defend themselves while they moved toward Fresnes-en-Saulnois.

On 14 September, while CCA waited for their trains to catch-up to them at Fresnes-en-Saulnois, Wood changed CCA's orders. He ordered them to by-pass Chateau-Salins, seize the high ground around Arracourt to sever the German lines of communication to Nancy, and to link-up with CCB at the Marne-Rhin Canal to complete Nancy's encirclement.

Because of these orders, Clarke abandoned his line of support to Dieulouard. As the trains moved toward Fresnes-en-Saulnois, he pulled D Troop off its positions along the road back to Ste. Genevieve. He ordered them to screen CCA's eastern flank during the attack south to Arracourt. Clarke could sever his line of supply because he had all the supplies with
him that the combat command needed. Also, his line of communication
would have been too long for D Troop to secure. Because Clarke did not
need to secure his line of supply he could concentrate his combat power
where it was more urgently needed. Except for air lines of
communications, CCA was isolated from the remainder of the division.

Just as with combat operations under *AirLand Operations*, CCA
operated around Arracourt with no secure supply line. The men of CCA
were not concerned by this because they were experienced in nonlinear
operations. They also were logistically prepared to be temporarily cut off
from friendly lines. An account of the operation that was written by
commanders and staff in CCA said, "Isolation for a 48-hour period caused
no concern to any member of the command; rather it spurred them to
greater alertness and activity."36

When the trains closed on Fresnes-en-Saulnois, CCA resupplied, and
attacked south to Arracourt early in the afternoon. By 1900, 14 September,
the entire combat command closed on Arracourt. CCA established an
"almostperimeter" (as the Division Artillery after action report called it)
around Arracourt-Moncourt oriented north, east, and south. The trains set
up inside the perimeter, about two kilometers northeast of Arracourt.37

Here again the support units positioned themselves so that the combat
units increased the trains' security. Clarke did not assign a combat unit
specifically to protect the trains. Instead the dispositions and defensive
missions of the maneuver battalions provided security to the trains as a
collateral result of their combat operations.

That night CCA patrols met patrols from CCB near the Marne-Rhin
Canal, completing the encirclement of Nancy. CCA's positions, however,
were still eight miles from the nearest friendly unit with no secure lines of
General dispositions of CCA, 15-18 September 1944.
(Map from Nancy Bridgehead, p. 12.)
support. On 16 September CCB attacked north, and passed to the west of CCA, thus opening a tenuous line of supply to CCA.\(^{38}\)

From 14 to 26 September, CCA fought a mobile perimeter defense against breakout attempts from Nancy and many counterattacks from the east. Meanwhile, XII Corps reinforced and expanded the bridgehead over the Moselle.\(^{39}\) In the fluid situation that existed from 20 to 25 September, the division's three combat commands defended from noncontiguous positions. This nonlinear battle ended on 24 and 25 September when CCB moved west of Arracourt into mutual support of CCA and CCR. This action concentrated the 4th AD for the first time since 30 July.\(^{40}\)

During these fluid actions a couple of illustrative incidents occurred involving CCA's trains. The first incident is significant for two reasons: it emphasizes that nonlinear close operations increase the risk to thin-skinned vehicles, and it shows that the presence of combat units increases the trains' security. The incident happened on 19 September when the 113th Panzer Brigade counterattacked with more than 100 tanks and penetrated CCA's mobile defense to within 400 yards east of the trains. Participants in the battle said, "The combat command trains were within easy sight and close range of the German tanks and escaped destruction only because of the furious attack launched against them by B Company [of 37th Tank Battalion]."\(^{41}\) The trains nearly met disaster, but the presence of a combat force saved them. Again, proximity to a combat unit provided security to the trains. If the support vehicles were armored and armed, B Company's intervention would not have been as important, and perhaps not necessary.

The second incident is significant because it shows that the trains' vulnerability reduced the quality of CCA's support. On 20 September CCA attacked northeast toward Sarreguemines. Because the situation was vague,
and because of reports of German armor in the area, the CCA trains did not move with the combat command. They moved west to a more secure area near Hoeville. Colonel Clarke planned to bring them forward later with motorized infantry units. He apparently decided that either the security of the trains outweighed the need for responsive support, or that the threat was too high to burden the combat elements with protecting the trains. We do not know his reasoning, but either way, the vulnerability of the trains was a key factor in his decision.

The vulnerability of thin-skinned support vehicles caused Clarke to choose between security for his trains, responsive support for his combat units, or a compromise of both. Clarke weighed his need for responsive support against the need to preserve his trains. Since he could not afford to lose his support units, he sacrificed support to gain security for his trains. Maximum support for maneuver units, and maximum survivability for support units are conflicting goals.

Therefore, the commander must compromise. Planning for more responsive support may cost the brigade commander combat power; he may have to dedicate a combat unit to protect the trains if they are close to the battle or if the area is unsecure. This reduces his flexibility and dilutes his combat power at the decisive point. Conversely, a sustainment plan that protects support units by keeping them too far from the battle may deny responsive support to the maneuver units. This too can reduce the brigade's combat power. Therefore, the optimum support plan will keep the trains close enough to provide responsive support without unduly risking the survival of the trains. It follows that the more survivable the trains are, the closer they can remain to the maneuver units, and the better support they can provide.
Another lesson reinforced by Clarke's decision in the Sarreguemines attack is that thin-skinned support vehicles should not travel without an escort through unsecure areas. Like CCA's trains, they should stay close to the brigade's maneuver units or move forward with a follow-on combat unit. However, the support units probably will be a burden to the brigade if the support moves with the brigade during fluid situations. If the support units can survive alone, then the commander can leave them back and they can come forward alone when he needs them. If the support vehicles are armored and tracked then the brigade commander has more freedom to maneuver without as much concern for his trains.

Overall, CCA's operations in September 1944 illustrate several protection measures that will reduce the risk to the brigade's combat service support units in nonlinear warfare. Clarke and Wood showed that aerial reconnaissance, or other intelligence sources, can locate enemy threats so that support units can avoid the threat or neutralize it with indirect fires. The situations that CCA's trains faced showed that to survive in nonlinear close operations, support units must have armored vehicles, anti-armor weapons, and machine guns. They can then defend themselves against attack by enemy maneuver units and indirect fire. Finally, to be able to use their weapons systems effectively, soldiers in support units must be trained to defend themselves roughly to the same standards as an infantry or armor company.

Given these protection measures the brigade commander would have increased freedom of maneuver in nonlinear close operations. Since AirLand Battle says it is a doctrine for nonlinear warfare, one might expect that since WWII the Army would have implemented some or all of these measures. One finds, however, that support units are as vulnerable now
as they were when CCA seized Arracourt. Support units are still thin-skinned, still very lightly armed, do not have the resources to detect enemy threats, and are still poorly trained in defensive operations (relative to combat units).

The Army’s support units are still vulnerable to small arms and indirect fire because they are designed to operate the way most units did during WWII. Unlike CCA of the 4th AD, most maneuver units conducted short term, shallow nonlinear operations while they left their support units in secure areas behind friendly lines. Their support units came forward after the area was secure. The close operations of AirLand Battle doctrine still uses these tactics. The Army’s support units simply are not organized, equipped, or trained to operate in unsecure areas. This fact becomes clear when we compare the doctrine of how support units operate with the doctrine that describes the capabilities they should have.

Doctrine that describes the operations and capabilities of support units in dangerous situations reinforces two significant facts: one, that close operations occur in a linear context; and two, that support units are not prepared to survive enemy ground attacks. Doctrine that describes threat levels in the rear area and the support of deep maneuver illustrates these points.

Threat levels I, II, and III describe the appropriate responses to different types and sizes of enemy operations in our rear area. This concept of the rear area defense shows that support units depend on a line of combat units to prevent enemy maneuver units from attacking the rear area. Note that one should not interpret literally the phrase, "a line of combat units." AirLand Battle close operations create the effects of a line by designating a main battle area, and a rear area at every echelon down to the battalion.
Sometimes even companies have rear areas. If the enemy operates in a unit's rear area, then he is behind our "lines." When the enemy operates behind our lines, there is little our support units can do to eliminate the threat.

Threat level I describes threats that a support unit can eliminate with its own resources. Doctrinal examples of level I threats include small enemy elements such as saboteurs and terrorists. By implication, support units cannot defend themselves against enemy combat units.

Threat level II consists of threats that require an external non-combat arms unit to intervene. Doctrinally, the military police with fire support usually perform this role. One should note that the military police are usually spread throughout the rear area accomplishing their primary duties of controlling the circulation of traffic, area security patrols, enemy prisoner-of-war operations, and law-and-order operations. Because of their primary duties, their response time probably will be too long to be useful to the support unit that is under attack. This means that if the support unit cannot eliminate the threat, the situation probably will be handled as a level III threat.

Threat level III describes threats that require a tactical combat force to eliminate the enemy. Tactical combat forces are combat units whose mission is to protect the rear area against any threat that the support units and the level II response force cannot eliminate. A platoon of enemy tanks probably would be a level III threat for a support battalion. An enemy company would definitely be a level III threat.

So, in our rear area protection doctrine, we see that support units are nearly defenseless in a military sense. Without augmentation they have little more combat power than a police force of the same size. Like support
units, police forces handle terrorists and saboteurs. Like support units, they are not equipped or trained to defend against or eliminate a military combat unit. They require the help of friendly combat units.

The same situation existed during WWII. Colonel Clarke always tried to have his trains protected by a combat force. When the trains became separated from the main body at Ste. Genevieve, he kept most of them inside friendly lines until daylight. Along the road to Fresnes he kept D Troop in place to try to provide the trains some protection. When the trains moved with the combat command, he kept them close to the main formation so they could travel in the "vacuum" created by their passing. At Arracourt he kept the trains inside his 360° mobile defense. Clarke took all these precautions because he knew that the trains could not survive without the help of combat units.

Combat service support doctrine that describes the support of "deep maneuver" also shows that support units are not meant to operate in unsecure areas. Support doctrine defines deep maneuver as ground operations that occur approximately fifteen kilometers in front of the forward line of troops. In other words, deep maneuvers are nonlinear close operations. Thus, combat service support doctrine implies that nonlinear close operations are uncommon and unusually risky, and it says that sustainment during deep maneuver will be tenuous:

Deep maneuver is an audacious, high speed, short-duration operation. CSS [combat service support] is austere. Brigades carry as much Classes III and V supplies as possible, using captured enemy stocks when available and doing without where necessary. Once across the FLOT [forward line of troops], only limited emergency aerial resupply and evacuation are feasible, and even that is unreliable.
The implication here is that support units should normally not venture into unsecure territory because they are too vulnerable. Army doctrine says that if support units do move with the brigade during nonlinear operations, combat units must surround them to protect them.\textsuperscript{50} This situation will severely limit the brigade commander's agility.

To make \textit{AirLand Operations} feasible in a mid- to high-intensity environment, this situation must change. Support units must be able to defend themselves so they can operate in nonlinear situations for extended periods. This way our brigades will not be forced to operate without adequate support. Even with thin-skinned trucks, CCA traveled with a seven-days supply of material. Nonlinear operations are not a valid excuse to tell combat units to do without needed supplies.

Now compare the support units' ability to defend themselves with the doctrinally desired characteristics of support units. AirLand Battle says that the sustainment system must be able to support and survive over long, unsecure lines of communication. Because of the pace, lethality, and nonlinear nature of the fight described by AirLand Battle, our support units must be rugged, flexible, and self-sufficient. Their mobility and speed must be almost as good as that of the combat forces. They must be able to concentrate and disperse rapidly, and be able to support deep operations. They must move, men, equipment, and supplies rapidly, and in needed quantities to support operations.\textsuperscript{51}

These characteristics are excellent goals for our sustainment system to strive for, but our sustainment system does not have those characteristics. The fact that they are thin-skinned means that they cannot survive in unsecure areas and therefore cannot adequately support nonlinear close operations. Because they need the help of combat units they are not self-
sufficient. Because they are wheeled their mobility is not as good as the maneuver force that they support. Finally, our doctrine admits that maneuver forces may not receive the supplies they need during nonlinear close operations. If our sustainment system possessed those ideal characteristics, then the Army would not be as hesitant to send support units into unsecure areas.

Though there is gap between the ideal characteristics of our support system and its real capabilities, the system does include some protection measures that should be retained in *AirLand Operations*. Support units should continue to use and improve passive protective measures. For example, they should continue to use camouflage and to conduct most resupply operations at night and when visibility is low. They also should preposition supplies in high risk areas whenever possible. This will help support units avoid contact with enemy units.

Also to avoid contact with the enemy, support units in the brigade should echelon the trains to place as many support assets as possible out of the range and observation of the enemy. Against most current technology, the brigade's support units are relatively protected because they are usually twenty-five to thirty kilometers behind the front during the defense. During the offense they may be further forward. Without advanced technology, positioning support units deep in the brigade's rear area protects them from all indirect fires except long-range multiple rocket launchers and surface-to-surface missiles.

In the future, positioning the brigade's support units thirty kilometers behind the brigade probably will not protect them. Enemy indirect fire will be more accurate and have a longer range. Since there will be no line of combat units, enemy ground units may be behind the brigade. In this case
it will be better for the support units to be closer to the brigade, not thirty kilometers away. Again, this analysis shows that support units will need armored vehicles with anti-armor weapons to survive ground attack and indirect fire.

Current doctrine does not emphasize enough the coordination that should happen between the support battalion commander and other elements that can help him. The reason probably is that the brigade's support units usually receive little support from the brigade's artillery, intelligence, and aviation assets. In the future the brigade commander should allocate some of those assets to the support battalion commander during phase four of the AirLand Operations operational cycle. This will allow the support units to locate and avoid or neutralize enemy that threaten the brigade's reconstitution. This will be especially important while the support units are moving through unsecure areas to link-up with the brigade to conduct the reconstitution. Since our support units do not usually receive this kind of support, support commanders will have to be educated and trained to synchronize the battlefield operating systems.

This analysis of the Army's current sustainment system suggests that the system has a "split personality." The passive measures that support units use are effective now and will be useful in nonlinear close operations. On the other hand, support units are not organized, equipped, or trained to operate in nonlinear close operations. However, AirLand Battle doctrine describes the characteristics that the sustainment system should have to be able to operate in a nonlinear environment. It is therefore not surprising that the ideal characteristics of AirLand Battle support doctrine are nearly identical to the characteristics of support units and their operations in AirLand Operations.
AirLand Operations says that units must be able to assemble and move great distances with little warning, and that brigade operations will be intense and short. It follows that the sustainment system must support the brigade in a way that allows the brigade to fight in this manner.

As in AirLand Battle doctrine, in AirLand Operations the brigade's support units will provide continuous and responsive support. Support will be responsive because support units will be forward during decisive operations. Support will be continuous because support units will be organized to support the brigade throughout the operational cycle (see appendix B for details about the operational cycle of AirLand Operations). The purpose of sustainment will be to provide the maneuver commander freedom of action to execute his plan. To provide continuous and responsive support, the brigade's support units must be positioned close to the battalions of the brigade throughout the operational cycle. To allow the commander freedom of action, the support units must not burden the brigade by requiring a combat force to protect them at all times. How then will the brigade's support units protect themselves while they maneuver to link-up with the brigade to conduct reconstitution?

The following example illustrates three feasible protection tactics: positioning support units so that combat units provide security, avoiding the enemy by hiding when we detect him, and echeloning support units to minimize their vulnerability to attack. The support units can closely follow the brigade part way to the close fight. During WWII, this basically was Clarke's standard technique with his trains. Once the brigade contacts the enemy, support units should stop, hide, and set up a defense until the fight is over. The support units should hide out of range of direct fire. The support that follows the brigade may not be able to stay out of indirect fire.
range because of the vastly increased ranges of future artillery. This fact supports providing armored vehicles to support units.

To minimize the support assets that are within range of enemy artillery, the brigade may echelon its support units. The support commander may establish a unit maintenance collection point five to seven kilometers from the close battle, a forward support area twenty to thirty kilometers from the close battle, and leave a rear support area seventy to one hundred kilometers from the close battle. The rear support area will normally be in the dispersal area.58 (See Appendix C for diagrams of this support concept.)

To reduce further the support units that are within range of enemy artillery, the Army is considering moving some support assets from lower echelons to higher echelons. In organizations that are proposed for AirLand Operations, support assets will be concentrated at brigade and corps level. Battalions will have little organic support. Also, they will not be burdened by planning and executing sustainment operations.59 Many people oppose this plan because they believe that battalions and divisions will not receive the proper support from brigade and corps headquarters. The disagreement seems to create a choice between adequate support for battalions and divisions and survivability for the support units. Only realistic wargaming, which is beyond the scope of this paper, can produce the optimum solution.

During movements, support unit commanders must carefully decide whether they will move with the brigade or will reposition after the brigade has departed. Support units that closely follow the combat units during movement will initially gain security. This method will provide security only until the brigade nears a fight. Then the support units must stop, hide, and set up a defense. This will give the maneuver commander the freedom
to maneuver and concentrate his combat power against the enemy. This technique is similar to the way Clarke handled his trains at Arracourt. He placed them in a central position, and then deployed his battalions forward to fight mobile defenses. The battalions were not burdened by the near presence of support units.

If the brigade's forward support units stay in the dispersal area initially, they may have to cross unsecure territory alone to link-up with the brigade during reconstitution. Though secure initially, they cannot provide responsive support and they accept greater risk later by moving alone. In most situations, the support units will gain the optimum degree of security and responsive support by staying close to the brigade throughout the operational cycle. CCA illustrated this point at the Moselle River when the trains became separated from the main body of the combat command. While Clarke kept a portion of the trains inside friendly lines that night, the combat command was separated from its combat service support. The next morning, to link-up with the combat command the trains had to travel nearly twenty miles to Fresnes with very little security enroute. No doubt some good luck and a weakened enemy helped them arrive safely.

Beyond positioning tactics, the support commander should be able to avoid or possibly neutralize enemy threats. The ability to neutralize threats will be new to commanders of support units. To do this the support commander will need resources that currently he does not have. Additional resources may be difficult to get during the first three phases of the operational cycle. However, during the last phase of the operational cycle, sustainment operations become, in effect, the main effort. Maneuver commanders will focus their resources to establish security at the reconstitution site and to restore combat power for follow-on operations.
Therefore, the brigade commander should allocate more assets to the commander of the Forward Support Battalion (who commands the brigade's habitually associated support units) than is normal under current doctrine. The support commander can use these assets to improve his security. The question is, what assets will he get, and how should he use them?

The brigade commander may give the support commander resources such as artillery, engineers, air defense, aviation, and intelligence. This would give support commanders the quantity and quality of support that generally only maneuver commanders get now.

However, it is more likely that the brigade commander will retain control of these assets. He can then use them to support and protect the brigade's reconstitution activities. Unless the brigade commander allows the support commander to conduct the fight against remaining enemy threats, the support commander does not need such extensive support. Even with additional resources and armored vehicles, fighting still will not be his primary mission.

Nevertheless, at times the brigade commander should give the support battalion army aviation and intelligence assets. Since our support commanders may not be accustomed to controlling these assets, they will require training to be able to synchronize these assets to accomplish their mission. These resources will provide the support battalion the increased security that it needs during nonlinear close operations. Whether the support units are moving, or are stationary at the reconstitution site, army aviation can screen and conduct reconnaissance for them. Intelligence assets can observe reconstitution sites and locate remaining pockets of enemy. Then maneuver units, indirect fires, or attack helicopters can
neutralize the threat. If combat elements are not available, then the support units at least will be able to avoid the enemy.

Avoiding the enemy, however, will not always work. The enemy will use countermeasures, and sometimes he will find our soft spots. For this reason the brigade's support units must be able to survive indirect fire and be able to defend against ground attack.

How will support units be able to do this? A force that is ready to intervene may be able to help defend against a ground attack. As in AirLand Battle doctrine, the military police may be able to fill this role. However, due to scarce resources, the military police probably will not conduct security operations forward of the dispersal area. The military police's ability to protect support units will depend on how many military police the division can allocate to a brigade and how they are armed and trained. Currently, the military police are not well resourced for their security role. The decreasing budget makes it unlikely that they will receive enough priority to be well resourced for it in the future. There are no other non-combat reaction forces that can intervene. Even if there were, a reaction force would not protect support unit from indirect fire. Again, we are left with the question of how to survive indirect fires and contact with enemy maneuver units. Providing support units with tracked armored support vehicles seems to be the solution.

The Army's logistics proponent said that the Army needs armored maintenance vehicles and armored rearm and refuel vehicles. These vehicles would provide armor for three of the four most critical supplies and services: ammunition, fuel, and maintenance. The fourth critical item, medical support, already uses armored field ambulances. If the brigade's support units had these armored vehicles, then all the critical support that a
brigade required would be nearly as survivable as the brigade's combat forces.

Reinforcing this assessment, but going a step further, the Armor School said that support vehicles need survivability and mobility similar to the combat vehicles that they support.65 Thus, in the Armor School's opinion, support vehicles should be armored and tracked.

Even so, there are currently no plans to develop or procure armored or tracked support vehicles to support brigades. With the current budget priorities there are not enough funds to equip support units with armored tracked vehicles.66 Yet the benefits are difficult to deny. To be as mobile as the brigade, all vehicles that support the brigade should be tracked. To survive attacks by enemy long-range precision fires, support vehicles should be armored. Thus, we need a family of armored and tracked support vehicles to provide ammunition, fuel, medical support, and maintenance support to the brigade forward of the dispersal area. Currently, there are two armored tracked support vehicles fielded: the M88A1 Medium Recovery Vehicle, and the Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle (FAASV).67 Unless priorities change, they will be the only support vehicles the US Army has that are as survivable and mobile as the force they support.

III. Conclusion

The protection measures that the Army should adopt for combat service support units emerge from the nature of nonlinear close operations and the combat service support mission. Because support units must operate with
the brigade in the shaping area and close combat area, they will operate routinely in unsecure territory. In the worst case our support units will be vulnerable to enemy ground attack and indirect fire. This will happen if the enemy has target acquisition and weapons technology similar to ours.

The purpose of this paper is to recommend ways to protect the brigade's support units against this increased threat. Recommendations of how to protect the brigade's support should maximize the brigade commander's combat power. To do this we must compromise between security for the support units, support methods, and the need to allow the brigade commander to concentrate maximum combat power at the decisive point. "Maximum" means the maximum combat power that the commander can achieve within existing constraints. The more constraints he has, the lower will be his "maximum" combat power.

One way to reduce the commander's constraints and thereby increase his combat power is to ensure that protection methods for support units allow continuous and responsive support. To do this, the brigade's support units must deploy close enough to the brigade to provide timely service. This places the support units in unsecure terrain, and increases the risk that the enemy will destroy them. Without keeping the support units back in the dispersal area, how can we protect the brigade's support units?

There are five primary ways to protect the brigade's support units in AirLand Operations. First, at times support units may closely follow the maneuver battalions to gain protection. AirLand Battle doctrine and the experiences of CCA during WWII confirms that this protection measure works.

Second, intelligence and army aviation should detect enemy threats and pass the information to artillery or attack helicopter units. The brigade or
the support battalion could then use indirect fires or attack helicopters to neutralize the threat.

Third, based on early warning by aviation and intelligence sources, the support units could avoid the enemy. Clarke's use of light observation planes to guide his combat command around terrain obstacles and enemy threats supports this suggestion. Support units also can avoid the enemy by using standard passive defensive measures such as night resupply operations, camouflage, and pre-positioning supplies forward.

Fourth, by echeloning the support facilities, brigades can keep some of their support assets out of range of enemy indirect and direct fire most of the time. AirLand Battle doctrine effectively uses this technique at all echelons.

Finally, support units could protect themselves and survive indirect fire if their vehicles were armored, tracked, and had anti-armor weapons. This suggestion will be an imperative when nonlinear close operations become routine, and when the enemy has advanced technology. Modernizing support vehicles will remove many constraints that reduce the brigade's combat power now. The brigade commander will not face stark choices between responsive support, survivability of the brigade's support units, or burdening his battalions with the task of protecting support units. Also, support vehicles will not slow the movement when the trains move with the brigade. Clarke faced these choices at Arracourt when he decided to leave his trains behind during the attack to Sarreguemines.

These five protection measures complement each other because together they meet the three criteria that our protection measures must satisfy. Extreme emphasis on avoiding the enemy could prevent responsive and continuous support for the brigade. The support units must be able to
fight through some enemy resistance to accomplish their mission. Thus, the support of the brigade's fires and the advantages of armored and tracked vehicles will allow the support units a chance to accomplish their mission when they cannot avoid the enemy. Positioning themselves close to the brigade will inherently enhance the brigade's support and also provide the support units with protection from large enemy threats. However, keeping the support units dependent on combat units for protection will reduce the brigade commander's agility and his ability to concentrate overwhelming combat power at the decisive point. Proximity to combat units is good as long as it is not essential.

Routine nonlinear close operations will turn all soldiers on the battlefield into fighters. Combat service support soldiers will fight to support the combat units. Combat soldiers, as always, will fight to defeat the enemy. Nobody will be protected by a forward line of friendly troops. Accepting nonlinear war means accepting new ways of fighting, new ways of supporting, and new costs.

The intent of these suggestions is to describe the features of a sustainment system that meet the three criteria that I established initially. The suggestions are based on the nature of nonlinear close operations, and on an enemy with advanced technology. If we cannot afford to implement these suggestions, then perhaps we cannot afford to conduct nonlinear close operations against an enemy with advanced technology.
Appendix A: Proposed Organizations for AirLand Operations.

Proposed plans show that each heavy corps will contain three division headquarters, one separate motorized brigade, one heavy separate brigade, and nine other heavy brigades. The divisions are designed to focus command and control on the tactical aspects of the battle, and to coordinate sustainment efforts, while corps and brigades execute the tactical and sustainment plans.68

The nine heavy brigades will be organic to the Corps, not to a division. They will be designed to fight under a division headquarters. Corps will be able to task organize its divisions based on the mission and situation. Brigades will have organic battalions of armor and mechanized infantry. Support battalions, artillery, engineers, and air defense artillery will be habitually attached to the brigades. This design will create a combined arms brigade. Previous studies have concluded that a combined arms brigade will enhance agility and combat power.69 See the charts on the following pages for details of proposed AirLand Operations organizations.70 To compare proposed AirLand Operations organizations with AirLand Battle organizations, see Appendix E.
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Appendix B: The *AirLand Operations* Battlefield.

The battlefield will have six areas that embody the functions that are the stages of the operational cycle of *AirLand Operations*. The stages are detection/preparation, establish conditions for decisive action, decisive operations, and force reconstitution. These four stages form a continuous operational cycle that will occur simultaneously at tactical and operational echelons.  

During the first stage, detection/preparation, the Army and Air Force focus on gaining intelligence of the enemy and on preparing for combat. The intelligence effort will be focused in the joint intelligence and air attack area. The U.S. will attempt to gain the initiative using joint reconnaissance, intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and air power.
During stage two, establish conditions for decisive operations, "conditions for decisive maneuver are established by synchronizing joint fires such as long-range artillery cannons, missiles and rockets, attack aviation, and tactical air assets, while concurrently positioning maneuver forces." The long-range fires will occur mainly in the joint battle area and the shaping area.

Once the commander decides that fires, possibly with limited maneuver force assistance, have created the proper conditions for decisive maneuver, the third stage begins. During decisive operations the commander orders maneuver forces into the close battle area to defeat the enemy. This is where the predominantly nonlinear close operations occur.

The AirLand Operations battlefield contains six areas. The areas make up "one extended battlefield" where military operations focus on enemy forces rather than on terrain.

The staging and logistics area is where U.S. forces deploy into the theater to build up, and where they redeploy out of the theater. Also, this area contains major logistics bases and air bases.

The dispersal area contains dispersed combat, combat support, and combat service support forces that are preparing for combat. They remain in the dispersal area until the commander commits them to combat. This area is out range of all enemy fires except long range tactical and strategic ballistic missiles.

The shaping area initially separates the dispersal area from enemy forces. The shaping area is where "the operational commander chooses to engage enemy forces to destroy selected capabilities or elements and separate them in space and time to aid in their defeat." The shaping area must be large enough to establish and initiate the operation plan and to
provide security. Some diagrams show it to be 200 to 350 kilometers from enemy territory. The dimensions shown on the diagram are for a corps area of operations in central Europe. In any scenario the width and depth of the area will depend on the mission and situation.

Inside the shaping area is the close battle area. This is where the operational commander decides to conduct decisive close operations. Here our maneuver forces will engage and destroy enemy forces.

Beyond the shaping area lies the joint battle area. This is "where Army forces fight to the depth of all their weapons systems and where Army and Air Force capabilities overlap."

Finally, the deepest part of the theater contains the joint intelligence and air attack area. This area is where national and joint intelligence agencies operate and where the Air Force conducts interdiction and offensive counterair operations.
Appendix C: Diagrams of *AirLand Battle Future* Support Concepts.

(The following diagrams are from *AirLand Battle Future*, Alternate Base Case Study, Phase III, pages XIV-17 through XIV-21.)
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Appendix D: Battlefield Structure in AirLand Battle.

An important characteristic of AirLand Battle is the concept of attacking the enemy throughout his depth simultaneously with close, deep, and rear operations. This concept becomes increasingly important as weapons and intelligence gathering technology improve. In fact, AirLand Operations is a modification of this concept that is designed to capitalize on improved technology.

At the tactical level, close operations are activities that contribute toward winning engagements: maneuver (including deep maneuver), close combat, indirect fire support, combat support/service support of committed units, and command and control. The outcome of close operations decides the battle. The AirLand Operations equivalent is the close fight that occurs in the close battle area during the decisive operations phase.

Deep operations are actions against the enemy designed to enhance future close operations. They improve the conditions under which we will execute close operations. The primary purpose of deep operations is to deny the enemy freedom of maneuver, and to disrupt his synchronization. The AirLand Operations equivalent are the deep fires from artillery, Air Force assets, and Army aviation during the phase II, establish conditions for decisive operations.

Rear operations defend against the enemy's deep operations.

Rear operations at any echelon comprise activities rearward of elements in contact designed to assure freedom of maneuver and continuity of operations, including continuity of sustainment and command and control.

Four specific activities are a routine part of rear operations: assembly and movement of reserves, redeployment of fire support, maintenance and
protection of sustainment efforts, maintenance of command and control. In *AirLand Operations* rear operations will have to be renamed. At the division level and below there will be no rear area. So these activities will occur forward in the shaping and close battle areas as well as in the dispersal area.

AirLand Battle doctrine says that tactical rear operations assure uninterrupted support of the battle by stressing security of rear area activities and facilities. Because we cannot be strong everywhere, commanders will concentrate their rear security forces only around mission essential assets. Because support units often will not have protection from an external security force, all support facilities must be able to defend themselves against all but the most severe threats. As this paper discusses, the actual capabilities of the Army's combat service support units fall short of this doctrinal ideal.
Appendix E: Organizations for AirLand Battle.

Battalions consist of two or more, but normally three to five, organic operational companies with a headquarters company to provide command and control, administrative, and support functions. Brigade commanders may reorganize or augment their battalions for specific missions to create combined arms task forces. Depending on their mission, they may receive the full range of support of combat support and service support units. Artillery battalions routinely provide fire support to maneuver battalions. Battalions perform single tactical missions as part of a brigade. Without resupply once or twice a day, battalions cannot continue to operate.

Brigades consist of two or more, but normally three to five, battalions. Brigade-size units (other than Armored Cavalry Regiments and Separate Brigades) have no organic battalions. Only the brigade Headquarters and Headquarters Company is organic to these divisional brigades. Division commanders may attach any combination of different types of battalions to a brigade headquarters based on the mission and situation. In practice, divisional battalions have a habitual association with one brigade headquarters.

Brigade commanders synchronize the actions of their attached battalions to accomplish one combat mission at a time. With standard augmentation of support units, heavy brigades are capable of limited independent action and self-support.
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